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FOREWORD
The work reported herein was sponsored by Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC), National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA). The results of tests were obtained
by ARO, Inc. (a subsidiary of Sverdrup & Parcel and Associates,
Inc.), contract operator of the Arnold Engineering Development
Center (AEDC), Air Force Systems Command (AFSC), Arnold Air
Force Station, Tennessee.
An extensive experimental investigation was conducted
at various wind tunnels of the von Karman Gas Dynamics
Facility (VKF) , AEDC, on various space shuttle configurations
for various Mach numbers over a large Reynolds number range.
This report contains heat transfer results for two delta wing
configurations submitted by Langley Research Center and tested
in the VKF, Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel F. An additional
SADSAC report is available from the VKF-Tunnel F facility




Heat transfer tests for two delta wing configurations
furnished by Langley Research Center were conducted at the
Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) , von Karman Gas
Dynamics Facility (VKF) , in the Hyperve10city Wind Tunnel F.
The 24-inch long models were 'tested at a Mach number of
approximately 10.5 and at angles of attack of 20, 40, and 60
degrees over a length Reynolds number range from 5 x 106 to
23 x 106 on May 4-June 4, 1971. Heat transfer results were
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Model angle of attack, deg.
Form of Chapman-Rubesin viscosity coefficient,
(~w/~() (Too/Tw)
Model heat transfer coefficient, Q/(TO-Tw) ,
Btu/ft2 -sec-o R
Stagnation enthalpy, Btu/Lbm
Reference heat transfer coefficient,
QO/(TO-Tw) , Btu/ft2 -sec-o R
Enthalpy at model wall temperature(Tw)"
Btu/Lbm





Pitot pressure measured at the test section,
psia
Free-stream dynamic pressure, psia
Model heat transfer rate, Btu/ft 2-sec.
Stagnation heat transfer rate based on a
hemisphere radius of 0.675 in., Btu/ft2-s~c.
Model profile nose radius, 0.675 in.
Reynolds number based on free stream conditions
and a I-foot length.
Reynolds number based on free-stream conditions
and model length (24.0 in.)
Free-stream density, Lbm/ft 3
Stagnation Stanton number, QO/(RHO-INF) (U-INF)
(HO-HW)
Test section time, milliseconds
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Temperature at model wall, ~540oR
Free-stream velocity, ft/sec.




Axial distance from the model nose, positive
downstream, in. (See Figure 3)
Lateral distance from the vertical centerline
positive out right, in. (See Figure 3)
Local semi-span at a given model station, in.
(See Figure 3)
Angle of attack, degrees
Gas viscosity at model wall
Gas viscosity in free-stream
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I. INTRODUCTION
Heat transfer tests of two delta wing configurations
supplied by Langley Research Center were sponsored by the
Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) at Arnold Engineering
Development Center (AEDC). Two, 24.0-inch long models were
tested in Tunnel F at the AEDC-von Karman Gas Dynamics
Facility (VKF) during the time period from May 4 to June 4,
1971. Heat transfer results were obtained from detailed
instrumentation measurements and a thermographic phosphor
paint technique. Limited pressure measurements were obtained
during the tunnel entry. Data were obtained at a Mach number
of approximately 10.5 over a Reynolds number range from
5.0 x 106 to 23.0 x 106 based on model length. The model
was tested at angles of attack of 20, 40, and 60 degrees
with limited phosphor paint results on the bottom surface
for selected runs. The purpose of this test was to obtain
heat-transfer distributions along the windward centerline at
flight Reynolds numbers and to investigate the onset of




The Hypervelocity Wind Tunnel F (Figure 1) is an electric-
arc-heated impulse hypersonic wind tunnel of the hotshot type
developed at AEDC. The test gas, nitrogen or air, is initially
confined in an arc chamber by a diaphragm located near the
throat of a convergent-divergent nozzle. For the present
tests, nitrogen was used as the test gas. The gas is heated
and compressed by an electric arc discharge resulting in
rupture of the diaphragm and subsequent expansion through a
4-degree half-angle conical nozzle to a maximum diameter of
108 inches. Testing is possible at either the maximum diameter
for Mach numbers from 13 to 22 or at the 54-inch diameter
station for Mach numbers from 10 to 17. Useful run times
between 50 and 200 msec. are obtained. The present tests were
conducted at the 54-inch diameter station with a useful run
time of approximately 100 msec. utilizing the 4-cubic-foot
arc chamber.
2.2 Model.
A photograph of the windward surface of the Langley delta
wing model (LRC-DB) is shown in Figure 2. The LRC-DB and
LRC-SB configurations were instrumented identically along the
windward centerline, as shown in Figure 3. A complete layout
of the instrumentation and model details is shown in Figure 3
for both Langley configurations. The models were designed and
fabricated at Langley Research Center, Hampton, Virginia, from
No. 416 stainless steel. A thin sheet metal cover was attached
to the top surface to protect instrumentation leads and to
streamline the flow in the sting region. The cover may be seen
in the Schlieren photograph presented in Figure 4. The model
dimensions corresponding to the instrumentation locations are
tabulated in Table I. The SADSAC NO. tabulated in Table I
corresponds to the gage location on magnetic tape.
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2.3 Instrumentation.
Model heat transfer rates were measured with slug calori-
meters and coaxial surface thermocouples. The slug calorimeters
have a thin-film platinum resistance thermometer to sense the
temperature of an aluminum disk which is exposed to the heat
flux to be measured. The calorimeters are optimized to
measure a given range of heat transfer by appropriate selection
of the aluminum disk thickness. The coaxial surface thermo-
couple is comprised of an electrically insulated chrome1 wire
enclosed in a constantan cylindrical jacket. A thin film
junction is made between the chrome1 and constantan at the
surface. In practical measurement applications, the surface
thermocouple behaves as a homogeneous, one-dimensional, semi-
infinite solid. The instrument provides an electromotive
force (E.M.F.) directly proportional to surface temperature
which may be related by theory to the incident heat flux. All
heat-tran~fer gages were bench calibrated prior to their instal-
lation into the model. The precision of these calibrations is
estimated to be ±3 percent. Post test calibrations were made
for the majority of gages with calibration repeatability
being within ±3 percent.
To monitor the tunnel conditions, two 1.0-inch diameter
hemisphere cylinders instrumented with slug calorimeters were
installed in the test section at an appropriate distance from
the model to eliminate shock interference. A pitot probe was
located near each hemisphere cylinder to measure the normal
shock stagnation pressure. The reservoir pressure and pitot
pressures were measured with strain-gage type transducers
developed at the AEDC-VKF. Detailed information concerning
the heat-transfer and pressure instrumentation can be found in
Reference 1.
Model flow-field Schlieren photographs were obtained
during the test. A typical photograph is shown in Figure 4
with the LRC-DB model at 40-degree angle of attack.
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2.4 Phosphor Paint Requirements.
The following is a discussion of the equipment used to
obtain the thermographic phosphor paint data. Although
meaningful paint results could only be obtained on the lower
surface, the complete paint coverage was set-up and require-
ments were initiated during the Langley model test. This was
done to ensure proper functioning components during the
McDonnell-Douglas orbiter paint tests which were to follow.
Consequently, all descriptions relating to the phosphor paint
coverage are based on full utilization of the viewing areas.
2.4.1 Ultraviolet Light Sources.
The ultraviolet light needed to excite the phospho-
rescence of the paint was generated by an Osram Xenon gas bulb
XBO l600w powered by an Ingersoll Product d.c. supply.
Three units were used for these tests. Each unit had a
heat-absorbing glass and filter to eliminate all but the
3650 A (black light) wave length light.
2.4.2 Camera.
Four view-cameras with 4- x 5-inch Polaroid backs were
used to record the pictures: two with 145mm lens were located
on the side of the tunnel and two with 163mm lens were on the
bottom. Each camera had a set of filters to pass only the
5000 to 6000 A light emitted by the paint. Type 57 Polaroid
(ASA 3000) film was used to record the image.
2.4.3 Microdensitometer.
The optical density distributions of the pictures were
read and recorded on a magnetic tape by a P- 1000 Photoscan R
manufactured by Optronics International. The Photoscan is
owned by the Biology Division of Oak Ridge National Laboratory.
The data on the magnetic tapes were input to the VKF






The Langley models were tested at angles of attack of
20, 40, and 60 degrees. Two tunnel runs were required to
provide a continuous Reynolds number variation from 23 x 106
to 5 x 106 , based on model length at a fixed angle of attack.
The painted surface areas are summarized in Table II.
The sector angle range at the 54-inch diameter test
section is ±20 degrees. Consequently, a prebend was required for
the high angles of attack. In addition, the model sting had an
effective 20-degree insert angle,. The two sting arrangements
used for these tests are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. For
angles of attack up to and including 40 degrees, the sting
arrangement illustrated in Figure 5 was used. For angles of
attack equal to and greater than 40 degrees, the installation
shown in Figure 6 was used. Both sting installations were used
at 40-degree angle of attack.
3.1.2 Testing with Phosphor Paint.
The test section set-up is shown in Figure 9. The
locations of the Osram u-v light sources and still cameras are
depicted. It was necessary to locate the two side cameras at
the downstream end of the Schlieren windows to allow Schlieren
optical coverage. The Osram light on the top of the tunnel
had to be reflected onto the model because of the limited
space between the tunnel and an overhead I-beam support for
the Schlieren system.
The phosphorescent paint technique consists of photo-
graphing the painted model sun face and measuring the optical
density of the recorded image. The optical density of a
photographic image is a function of the logarithm of the
5
intensity of the exposure, for a given exposure time (Ref. 2),
as illustrated by the figure below.
~ j Linear Region
.en B
Thus, if the exposure from the phosphorescent paint falls
within the linear region (i.e., logarithmically linear region),
the optical density (D) is given by
D = AlnB +C,
From the paint characteristics
therefore,
where I is the u-v light intensity, B is the emitted light
intensity (brightness) of the paint, and A and C are constants.
For small changes in intensity (I), the functional relation
12 is given by
When using the phosphorescent tech~1que in the wind tunnel,
6
the procedure is to take a photograph of the model before the
tunnel run (i.e., a tare) and then to take another picture
during the run. It is necessary that both pictures be taken
in the "linear" region of the optical density curve. When
the optical density of the tare photograph is subtracted from
the optical density of the run photograph,
D - D· 0: (Tw - T .)1. Wl.
where the subscript i indicates the initial conditions, i.e.,
the tare photograph taken before the run.
It can be shown that the quantity (Tw - Twi) is proportional
to the heat-transfer rate to the model surface, for Tw « Taw'
and relatively short heating times « 1 sec.), regardless of
whether the "heat-transfer model" assumed for the technique
is a semi-infinite slab (either a relatively thick layer of
paint, or a thin layer of paint mounted on a thick layer of
material) or an infinite plate. This, of course, means that
the optical density difference, D-Di , is then proportional
to the model heat-transfer rate.
D - Di = lill 'CIt q
The best way of evaluating the constant of proportionality
is to measure a few heat-transfer rates with standa~d heat-
transfer instrumentation at the same time the paint data are
taken. Heat-transfer rate as determined from gages gives a
calibration for the paint, so the paint data yield the detailed
heat-transfer rate distribution over the model.
3.1.2.1 Wall Material
The phosphor paint is applied as a thin coating to the
model; therefore, the model wall material must be selected to
give an observable temperature rise for the expected heat-
transfer rate. The wall material selection, many times, is
based on other things such as strength; hence, when the model
material is not suitable to the paint technique, coatings are
applied to produce the proper surface properties.
7
3.1.2.2 Phosphor Application.
The phosphor paint is a mixture of the phosphor material
and a binder. The phosphor material is a fine grain powder
(~ 10~ average size) of ZCdS (zinc-cadium-sulfate) with silver
and nickel additives whose concentration control the temper-
ature range of the phosphorescence. The binder can be any
transparent or translucent liquid which can be sprayed.
Normally, clear dope or epoxy is used.
3.2 Test Conditions.
A summary of the test conditions is given in Table II.
A complete tabulation of all pertinent tunnel conditions is
given in the Appendixes. In summary, the tests were conducted
at an approximate Mach number of 10.5 over a Reynolds number
range from 5 x 106 to 23 x 106 based on model length.
3.3 Data Reduction.
3.3.1 Model Instrumentation and Tunnel Conditions.
A complete description of the data reduction equations
for the heat-transfer and pressure transducers is given in
Reference 1. The method of determining flow conditions is
briefly summarized as follows: instantaneous values of PO and
POP are measured and an instantaneous value of QO is inferred
from a direct measurement of a shoulder heat rate on a 1.0-inch
diameter hemisphere cylinder heat probe. Velocity, hence
.
enthalpy (HO) , is calculated from measured values of POP, QO,
and the heat probe radius, using Fay-Riddell theory, Reference 3.
With values of PO, POP, and HO known, the remaining flow con-
ditions (Moo' Rew/ft., etc.) are calculated as described in
References 4 and 5. The HREF (heat transfer coefficient) value
reported herein is based on the inferred QO value as described
above. Since the Fay-Riddell equation is used to calculate HO
with a known value of QO, the value of HREF tabulated herein
is consistent with a Fay-Riddell value for the given test
8
conditions. For the short run times experienced in a hotshot
tunnel, the model wall temperature ratio (Tw/TO) varied
between 0.15 and 0.30, which approximates the condition of
practical interest of reentry vehicles.
3.3.2 Thermographic Phosphor Paint.
The optical density distributions on the tare and run
pictures are read and recorded by the scanning microdensitometer.
The tare density is subtracted from the run density on the
VKF-CDC 1604B digital computer, and the density differences
are plotted on a CRT plotter, one density difference per plot.
Each plot (i.e., density difference) is assigned a color and
copied by hand in that color so that a color composite of all
the plots is made. The boundaries of the colors are retraced,
and the reference heat gages and model outline are located on
this tracing.
The heat gage measurements and the optical density
differences are plotted to obtain a relationship between the
two. The relationship gives the heat-transfer values corre-
sponding to the color regions. These values are noted on the
color tracing, thereby resulting in a contour mapping of the
heat-transfer rates on the model.
The model image is distorted by the viewing angle of the
camera. This distorted view is reflected in the final contour
mapping presented in Appendix III. However, all plots from the
paint results are in a true normal projection, since the heat
transfer gage locations were used to scale the centerline and
span results that are plotted herein.
9
IV. DATA PRESENTATION
The following data presentation is presented in the
Appendixes:
I. Tabulation of Gage Measurements and Tunnel
Conditions
II. Selected Windward Surface Centerline Plots
of Gage Measurement Results
III. Selected Plots of Heat-Transfer Results
Using the Phosphor Paint Technique
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a. lRC-DB Model, Configuration 9
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b. LRC-SB Model, Configuration 10
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TEST SUMMARY FOR THE TUNNEL F LANGLEY MODELS
Phosphor Final Paint
Model a, Deg. Run '" Mco '" Reco,l, Paint Area Picture
LRC-DB 20.0 3631 10.4 7-13 x 106 2 Yes
20.0 3632 10.5 7-21 x 106 1 No
20.0 3633 10.4 7-15 x 106 3
40.2 3634 10.4 6-14 x 106 2
40.5 3635 10.4 5-22 x 106 1
61.0 3636 10.8 9-22 x 106 1
60.2 3637 10.4 5-9 x 106 1
61.0 3638 10.6 9 x 106 3
60.5 3639 10.6 10-20 x 106 2
LRC-SB 20.2 3646 10.6 10-18 x 106 2 No
20.2 3647 10.3 6-18 x 106 Yes
40.2 3641 10.7 7-16 x 106 Yes
40.2 3645 10.6 11-23 x 106 Yes
60.2 3642 10.6 5-10 x 106 No
60.2 3648 10.6 10-20 x 106 Yes
60.5 3649 10.5 6-17 x 106 No
Phosphor Paint Legend:
1 - Aft patches off centerline
2 - Entire lower surface































































































































































































































































































































































OF GAGE MEASUREMENTS AND TUNNEL CONDITIONS
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,J .21111'1 .3J~71 •.l~70" .2'1Q'SH
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116 .2'5107 .et'i)" .;>t"~4 .?~.!?.~0.....!.?_~!.~'!.1I'11 .e'l'l4<; .31.£.!2~J.l1.t>'_ _
lz5 .24H9~~'__r:2':>UOJ .2534'1 .Z'I~Il" .lge lZ .2111l2H .':lllc5
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"AEUC (AHO. INC.1 AHNUlll AFS. Tt:NN. 37]8'1
-------=. .. -YON-I\AHMAN-IiAS UTNA"ICS fACILITY" ...-
HyPt:HSUNlc HorSHIII rUNN!L ,
.:~: .......~.~:
AUN 3~3~ NASA-SIS I~SI
LRC·O~ 41 SMuOrl1lNU ~OINTs
rEST CONOIIIUNS TEST GAS NlrHUG~N ~·O. ~T·Q. ANO "AI' BAS~O UN .675 INCH HAOIUS
''-'~Ii.EliF' ArrACK lU-.OOO-uEo~- - "';;'GLE O~·-Y'A'. 0 UEii;---A-lillLI OfNOLL'---O'Ui'G;" --- .., MODEL I.£"I;TH- i'-~ooo I~CHt.lj-'
TIME P~INF HHU-INF T-INF ~-INF M-INF Q-(NF "~/FT HE-L V-IN' PO TO 'HO QO 8TUI sTO HAEF 6TUI PoP
..SEC '!'SIA LI1M/LU-FT OEG H Fl/SEC' PSIA IIlu-6 1110-6 .PSU OEli H lttU/LltM SO'T.S~C . SOFT SEC H PSi.A
7i .1~~72'+ .00'+72d ~i.4 51d9 10.dS IJ.727 IU.3781 20.75~2 .00222 10063 2015 ~.603E OZ ,q.o .00d51 .06635 25.J07
---""7';6;"'-":.T1T6n.. 2--;"oci"~ II;Toit-~"Y-·~41-'lo;~6l];Td7~-;nO")lii.~lIij-;ou246--·-97Z92Ztio --6-.4i4'£ -oZ-ioi~·.-.OO~·2S--.iis893 -l.~JJ4-
eo .I~~~~~ .OOJ... J lIZ.J ~"20 lo.~'+ IJ.udl "~~04 1•• ~~07 .00256 91kS 23lS4 0.583E 02 Ilo.S .00~76 .05992 Z•• 15Y .
. e4 .166U M2 .0"J~c~ 121.0 SI116 10.~3 12.6'9 ~.015~ 13.~JI7 .00270 9051 25il!d 0.Yd3E 02 1le.d .010Z0 .05976 23.,i7
92 .IS"'105 .00.lC~j 12H.1 SI192 10.44.12,.I'+d 5!1ll12 ll.tJ.,. .0028" 8/.43 il!6l6 7.il!47E 02 12103 .01074 .05816 22.4••
100 .14~0]S .OO~llUO IJ~.u 6100 10.3H 11.2J4 '+,'ll~'" ~.S7311 .00313 7~711. il!810 '.771E OZ IZ6.5 .01151 .0557J 20.166
____.1011_•.1310 14 1 .• 00t •• 1 .I~"! ~__ ... ;>~~ 10.J4 I U!207_~~U4"9 _~._C'!_~."'_.!.00J]1l__7311_ ~\l4J !!.148EOlL.. IZ9.1._.• 01ZU .• OS3H II1.YllS
lli .1304711 .00lC·~1\ 1411.J ,,~el 10.J5 9.1Ill 3. t'l35 7.!:1l71 .00350 70u 29111 a.C!4ZE OZ IZe.O .01l84 .052"i2 111.083
120 .II'I"J6 .00~IOJ 14d.o 6;>9] 10.36 d.'1~O J!4700 ~.9399 .00366 6564 299~ d.l73! 02 123.3 .01J43 .05025 16.~U9
1211 .11?679 .0020e' I~?~' 61~4 10.J6 a.461 3.4808 6.~617 .00366 6131 28d7 7.936! 02 113.' .01J46 .04817 15.!.3
. 'PRESSURE IlATA (1'I<ESSliAE I POP I . - .__. ---,-
Ol lIMr"-"""r---pz P] .,4 Ps P6 P7 F~--P1l9--;pii11nOr-------""'------------------
7i .149JO .15510 .1~3"'S .1~1l10 .1"i210 .1~0~0 .14d10 .14'leU .17040 .17200
7~ .15110 .1~2S0 .lt047 .14'~0 .151~0 .1'+710 .14ellO .14e~0 .16850 .1'030
80 .1"i~30 .I~O'+O .ISl'l4 .147;>0 ;150?0 .1~'+lO .14~90 .14410 .16600 .16850
84 .14~90 .147dd .14902 .14~3~ .149"0 .1~200 .1~200 .1~JeO ~lo"i'+O .1~"10
92 .14"70 .1't4Ie ..!.14?....... 1441l1_ .141\J4 .• 13Jlb-!..IJd.~L...l't136__... .l.!ZS5_.1~l5~ _
··---1-00-.14710 .1434.... 14~JI .1441)1 .1411~1 .IJ3f8 .lJ996 .14JCd .16'571 .16490
108 .14'11UO .1~4~0 .1~6'16 .140;>1 .149/1 .IJJ"''I .141.7 .1~3~4 .16~69 .)~3'6
112 .146S0 .14;>'114 .14S~0 .14411 .1411'5 .lJ101 .IJ'I91 .1.117 .16415 .16096
120 .14410 .IJ'I~~ .14369 .1414'1 .14104 .IJOlO .13'34 .139~9 .163iZ .1~011
12~ .144~0 .a311al .14463 .1411~ .14S'IIS .130uO .13=33 .136~9 .IS909 .15440
~llT""TRANSf'EH"l!ll1'r-n,TlfR:FE"FF"Tj-------------------------------------------------
~16 017 018 019 OZO
.24'108 .21151 .Z1952 .23J71 .22478
.c.139 .21251 .22224 .23452 .22075
.2J'3' .2099l1 .22678 .23J57 .21462
.22~'16-;?0185-.C!2200 .22379 .lOS71
.~2020 .19697 .Z27.4 .?2U~4 .20H77
.cc?~55 .1'1459 .l2d54 .21542 .2106Y
.21161 .16446 .21~3Y .20621 .ZOS34
.20e16 .1841••21'187 .?0~~1 .20542
.1'e69 .16660 .20482 .19457 .19093
~130ij~ :14416 ·.17~81-.lil~0-.1699'5
I1ME 02 04 a6 a7 aD 09" --010 all 012 014 015'
72 .172?'I .Z29dd .3i~4H .30q~7 .2777S .211...... 1 .2d699 .291~5 .29323 .2~562 .24617
7~ .I?ISZ .I~~~~ .3e"'4 .10S"Z .?7J~4 .2dJ~0 .~d~S4 .211\44 .2d926 .2~7S4 .239~4
lIO .ll"~6 .II?"'~ .~IOII'+ .JOIQ7 .273J2 .27't4 .ll'2Z .2~7:!0 .2d?14 .21002 .23167
----h·--.IU'II .... 104~" .7.:!100 ~?lIln4 .2631>7 .2n~1'+·~26l!29·-.~!)2SJ·;eliHS2·.-261)76 .211u9
92 .11~1l9 .10401 .11477 .272~1 .Z6b/2 .25~S? .2b=1l3 .2'+7.32 .e6471 .26612 .21510
IOU .II?J~ ."''''~ .li434 .?301l'" .l44Z'I .t4l"" .2~J67 .233fl .2b015 .?~?o" .2U91J
lOll .1131>11 ."h'll"'~ .,IP.OJO .16ll"'" .1'1014 .I""~S .211131 .2040S .eJ726 .24571 .1"'407
Iii .11741 .07JllO .1l1HlJ .I~I~~ .151~' .ll0Z1 .19416 .ldH12 .22514 .?4029 .1"'061
_.~ 120 .111111 ",7111~ .1111,,0; .lu6~7 .1.040/! .11'l.,?_..!IJ~OIL~IJ2!.tL.!.!~fl.... !!._.20l!.28_.Je053
12t!'~'i17~H .jO"'~O .n~,,'1~ .0riHII0' .01l10 .0'du3 .0'11"'1 .Oli402 .11430 .15447 .12262
TIME 02l Q~3 C24 Q2~ QZb Uil!7 02A w?9 a30 031 032 aJ3 Q34 035 a37 a39
72 .2h"'17 .t~~bo .ll210 .241~1 .26J'II0 .l9t7o; .cb~l8 .2dOf9 .eS~6\1 .2b160 .28464 .2~"'91 !27130 .26552 .21301 .26943
7~ .2'012 .t,+l ..d .reSl.... 23R~7 .Zb3«4 .c?'13'+Z .206"'6 .2aZ20 .e~913 .26852 .c?d219 .~6lS0 'l6673 .2~5a5 .27101 .2700~
_ .. ~Q.. _~_267~1 . ,""7"'~ ~7.~l?.0"_ -' ?..~~.!. .._!.2"21°_.2'1li I 0-!.2.0t!1.9 .• ZI'14~ .•_c:~33~_!.ZI't.7.:L •.c?1l3S3 .• 27l11b_ .!27Z90.• Z5920 ... 21493 .• l6<;62
84 .250bl .;>31'" .Z441H .223~S .1.~J~b .~1l1'3 .~Ot"'il! .210:!Q .i47li7 .7.0505 .211U'8 .~60'+" .27085 .24011 .264~3 .Z5432
92 .24716 .2~ot~ .2~6111 .2Zt!~" .Z~Jr~ .~'H'4 .~lU5S .il!7104 .e3910 .2"077 .2'3I1Z .26U26 .27845 .24646 .?~d8' .23Aj4
100 .?J30'l .?2'1~1I .r~4C1'" .2231~ .Z51~S .cbHIR .c:60'+1 .Z5"'ll .~J262 .2S7.70 .26320 .cS2J~ .27042 .23310 .24'84 .23028
10e .~2"SS .rt~ll ,?~"'l'" .2?~~J .2SZl.b .t06~4 .20..42 .25612 .~J411b .2~372 .il!~17'" .23dOI .265114 .23J74 .23"'45 .21974
112 .21~1" .2Z"'12 .1.3614 .2244b .24111 .tS'IJo ~c04b~ .2S32'" .c2R43 .2~141 .24'135 .c?Jd3d .7.6522 .23076 .Z3..48 .22106
120 .?41~5 .71~J'I .2;'06H .?1304 .2344R .2'+3116 .2Sl45 .2Jl~1 .t1944 .22766 .242'13 .2228a '25305 .21753 .22656 .il!1497
128 .22~40 .;>1,+11 .r.1~'I3 .213~0 .23311 .~ .... 14 .~Sa72 .24S~1 .eZ6116 .23426 .23737 .22161 .25657 .22J3Z .22,... 7 .21960
- . 'l1"'E - Q42 Q4J C44 U4S aSI aS2" "-OS3-'" QS4' .- ..-._-- ......-.- .•- ...---
72 .2177~ .;921'11 .30412 .2b97'" .J3159 .JII~H .41i07 .363Qa
'7~ .2t!4SI .t"'3U~ .2t!J2? ,?~"l3 .3?4H4 .31112 .4U'I'I2 .J4,,31
60 .2~~'II~ .7"~"b .2t!~ll .77070 .31'l10 .JOd.2 .40'+5" .3317a
-·-----84 .21>'''0; .?"~d .2IJlll-~2':1 ... 4' .HUI .:lOliIA ·-;3 ..ujC~J23'iii··
92 .270J~ .tlQZZ ./~~AA .255"1 .J1103 .JIJ64 .J'c99 .32438
100 .26~71 .?l>lU" .I.~I"J .2434~ .Z'I116 .JIIHll .J6"'44 .• 3IJIS
10d .?~204 .76011 .2!9Q3 .231~9 .ZR04~ .llll ..... ,.J':I3~A .21"CI
112 .21>141 .t':lJ~c: .c?4,,2':1 .2JJt4 .lI3"7 .ll'57 .J't~SR .25045
120 .261~2 .?4;>'IH .;32~1 .221~J .?64?2 .2b9l0 .Jcb70 .22532


























RUN 36)j NASA-STS TEST
LAC-DB
__________....,... .l.!JiC..!!o'--t ..A!l! .I~C.I AANOIoD AFS. TE'"lN. 31389 _
YON KAH~AN GA, OYNA~ICS FACILIT"
_________ . H"pr;RSO~IC HOTSHOT TUf\lN(L F
-
T!ST CnNOITloNS TEST GAS NITAOGEN Q-O. S!~O~.~N~~EF BASED ON .675 INCH AAOIUS _-..:---:A~NGLr;- OF An A'I\ 20.jiOOUFG.-- ANGL£' OF-::-Y7"A"'~--.."Oc-=O-=E-=G-.--...,A:-N-::G::-L-::£c-::'O-=F-A::"O~L:-:Io:-= 0 DEG. MODEL LENGTH 24.000 INCHES
TI~E P-TNF AHO-I~F T-INF U-INF M-INF Q-INF AE/FT RE-L Y-INF . PO TO HO 00 BTUI sTO HREF ATUI PoP
M!lEC PSIA LON/CU-F. OEG A FT/SEC PSIA XI0-6 XI0-6 _ PSIA DEG R BTU/LBM SOFT-SEC SOFT SEC A P~IA
96 .1011822 .00JH·8 P2.0 A705 10.A] 8.279 7.75"0 15.!120 .00247 5263 1662 .!623E.OZ_5Q.~o09)~_.OHSA.__.15.lZ9..
---100 ·.Tn.} i Z- .'00J2i?6 --P4.11-'4787··"i0:4) .... 7:9j)7-~ii'q~'i ··IA. i 9~2-~noz5o --5139 --j 737--... 785!! 02 51.9 .on974 .OAHA lA.b70
lOA .ln17A7 .00JOl~ e~.1 AQ7A 10.Al 7.7Z2 6.4940 12.90eO .00269 5006 1815 A.960E 02 55.1 .01036 .0431.4 14.Z1 4
loe .101911 .00Z832 94.0 499R 10.J4 7.630 5.P694 11.7388 .oOZlIl 4A76 1925 5.220E OZ 58.5 .01064 .04225 14.052
_ ... _ IU .09 9690 .002612 9~.7 5132 10.31 7.416 5.2370 10.4740 .00l'l7 4755 2040 5.50)E 02 6Je7 .0p41 .04246 lJ.o6J
116 .09~n99 .00ZZ~) 106.5 5'14 10.33 6.952 A.A3AI 8.P161 .003l) 4(1) ZI~4 5.901E 02 61.4 .01217 .04073 12.81 1
---l2D.-..~ilAI\"8 _. 00ZO'l4 _U 0 •.",_ ~425. 10.3 6.6"5_ J. 9910 ... 7.9~20 • QOH 1 -:- .4495 _ 2288_ 6.150E ..02 _. 70.~_.• 01285- .040 Iii. .12.Z56
124 .n~~?92 .001~12 11).U 547~ 10.34 6.)76 ).7247 7.4495 .00353 4356 ·2331 o.265E 02 70.8 .01)30 .0394'l 11.76Z
128 .0~'636 .001 'l lA 114.1 5493 10.31 6.228 3.58~8 1.1176 .00359 4238 2348 6.306E 02 70.6 .01352 .03906 11.4811
. L. PRESSURE nUA C PRESSlJHE I POP I
--_._-_..,-_. --
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P-INF AHO-IN' T-INf U-IH, ~-INf O-INf
PSI. La~/Cu-'T OEG A FllSEC PSI'
IN'3631 HASA-STS TEST
LAC-DB
___""TES:T CONDITIONS TEST GAS NITROGEN 0-0, ST-0'-~NO_14'!ELBA5EO.0N.__.• 61'.INCH IIAOIUS _
ANOL£'--O;- AfTACK 60:ioo DECI;-·--·-ANGLE: 'OF ::-u~II7'""----:--:O-=O-=E-=G-.---:A:-N-:;G:7L-;;E~o-='-A::'O~L-:L...; 0 OEG. HODEL LENGTH 2•• 000 INCHES
V-INF PO TO HO 00 RTUI sTO HAEF BTUI POP
PSIA OEO A. sTU/LBM 50FT-SEC 50FT SEC II PSIA
-- ~AtO'_lARO, I~C,l ARNOLD A'S •. TENN. 3t38~ ____
VON KAR~A~ GAS OYH.~ICS fACILITY
__ .__ .•.. ."'PERSONIC HOTSHOI IU~NEL f' ..-
•••0111?6.002201 91.S .P99 10.27 5.69~ •• '8A2 9.116' .00316 3620 1855 S.OllE 02 48.2 .Oi214 .0166" 10 ••82 ._
'8 .071 ..~j -~ Cllil d70-99~-5--514R-io'; 35-5~J43-i:f6751;!35-'-:noJ"51--J6iil-2066--S:S31F- 02"-' -5.~6-.0I 3'9--.0351.--' 9. 845
. _ .. 52 .D~~5~8 .0016~9 107.~ ~'29 10.29 5.0d2 3.1930 6.l8~9 .00380 3'3A 2221 S.936E 02 58.2 .01'lO .03'~0 9.369
56 .0~'1.06 .0014Po III., 5427 10.31 4.100 2.8057 S.tll' .00.06 32~8 2304 6.155F 02 59.1 .01528 .03353 8.669
__ ... 60 .• O~~148 .0013~~ 111.1 !4~1 10.37 4.389 2.6001 5.2001 .0042. 3148 2332 6.230E 02 58.2 .01596 .03248 8.0 9 '
64 .05~n51 .001336 109 ., !422 10.3~ '.~37 2.57h9 5.1539 .00427 l069 2300 6.141E 02 55.9 .01607 .OJ179 7.81 4
_~1I--".O_55Q94._,o 0132'1__l0~ ...~_5J9Ll.O, 38_~.15'j_Z. 56:lL.5.126L. oQ.ZL.-2991_2Z1fL-6..OHL0L.-54.s....-0 161 Q__ • 03138__ 7.662.-
12 .OS4377 .001299 109 .3 5393 10.35 '.076 2.4981 '.9962 ,nO'3l 2902 2218 6.077E 02 5•• 0 .01626 .031077.51 6




--'''TIME PI PJ P4 P5 P6···~-·pj---P8-~--P9 --;io-·-··---·--··--------·--·-·------ ..-----· -'
~~~~~5S_~eA~85_.~5qJ1_&e43~6_&R64~6_.0P7Z6_.J~463_.9l911_.~465~! 7T---
48 .97734 .91092 .8e~42 .~69.2 .ReIR\ .OA~78 ,86255 ,95039 .07285
.. 52 ..•97~12 ,91205 .'86809 ,e5. a6 .88059 .oe1l97 .65692 .93578 .1'5765
50 .97117 .90319 .86928 .Rh7~7 ,P.6541 .08901 .Ab301 .96997 .a2066
__ .__ ..60 ...9P046 .89839 .86231 ,A81~2 .84698 ,OR632 .85329 .9Q179 ,~3C;)7
64 .9R~66 .91645 .893?1 .87595 .86108 .08619 .8568••96893 .P3775
6.L-t~.1~l L. 9 34 54_" 9 C'R7__~ J! 5.?:~7__ • 89 7H) _. 0~1l9L,M'5 JL.o 90Z 12_1.6 3aI!-I ___:_-------
~Z .96653 .93590 .90577 .A6213 .A92 70 .08960 .86695 .9Z2tS .8l305
-----_._._------ ._---------
-'llE""TRANSHA DATA tH I HAEf'I .-----....------.--
-"TJlI~--OZ--·---04---06----07- --.. 08 ---·09·---·-01'0--011---012----014--- 015--- -'016- --'011- -O·i9---·0Z0- ·021--022
_____4i-•.<--s.;.6_~J.I'l.LI~~~~~,.~':7._3? .......AI9.!4..•_6.6.98LI 7532LJ20}0-.124~2_.• 1".8709__ IJ'7!l.L. 68 '!24 ....... 59425_. 5831L. 6i35!L.53 188.-610868. 6 2 77 0 _
48 .50879 .51300 .76565 .A1740 ,66980 .73460 .71991 .69501 .~8033 .7216) ,66~61 .5922' .57962 .6072' .5?803 .65Q55 .62943
_. 52 ._.'~"70 ,'2~6q ,15601 ,80146 .663 8 1 .71249 ,112(12 .66Zt6 ,"6680 .70379 1~3716 .58b49 .57721 .59337 .52021 .63887 .62536
56 .41 P73 .40737 .66"60 ,788\0 .65920 .69748 .7065A ,64362 .~6'01 .68423 ,62042 .58124 .57639 .60857 .51946 .6278? .61070
____ 60. _"O~37 ,38;>95 .620<;8 .77.6? .65401 ,679<;4 ,6 9307 .62622 ....6583 ••••• ,61205 ,59589 .51,250 .6Z"25 .5?614 .6240R .600R9
64 .'0076 .36704 .62212 .76002 .64900 .66382 ••••••60934 .~6455 .'0" ,60~81 .58135'.55738 .61030 .53427 .62116 .60005
_~~!2.~,..34.11 d.. _L61 Al!.. ,11~t3_~_~'~!__1644 3.L_·_'!.!..!.'-O 58592_!".·.!.!.,-'!!'_••~_.594 2L. 57_920_.55269 .• 6025."-_53253_.60613-__ .....~72 •• 1482 .34948 .62123 .71.36 ••• 0 ••63315 ••••••56583 ••e••••••••52289 .57a83 .55471 .5892' •••••• 58084 •••••
TIME -- -07.3 024 C25 026 027 028 029 -- 031 - oil 033 035 036 Q37 040 042" 043 044
44.. _.55217 .• 5A934 .51161 .60316 ,63833 ,53422 .52322 .51603 .~5i6l .~4179 .53G76 ,59631 .51876 .Sj693 .57069 .'B077 .57119
.e .56~15 .5AS51 .50898 .'I964~ .616"5 .54225 .53353 .52A36 .~5905 .53659 .50973 ,55730 .5021? ,4A866 .5.301 .48546 .53606
_. $2--!..';i~1)5.o._,.5 7111? _.' 5 C0..."'.7_05"'1 SL, 5." 04 3 _.1 54061_, S.JO 6.o-,-S21J.6_~548 7"'_•.54535_, 490 6L,!t887t... 49249--"2 820-045329.....4.7762 _.•45~41 . _
5~ .5~769 .~5599 ,49111 .567;>9 .56847 .5336\ .52279 .51A49 .~31l79 .54163 .47243 ,47039 .47925 ,43614 ,44987 .461l91 .45129
___. _.60 .5'51'156 .54R36 .46555 .56091 .55432 .53143 ,51976 .5H02 .!!3522 '544IR .46'502 .46257 .47456 .4?921 .44531 .46820 .44986
64 .5!979 .54.63 .4e407 .557~1 .5.429 ,5310A ,51726 .51348 .~3i92 .54.98 .46~33 ,45946 .474R8 ,41991 •• 4172 .4718~ .4.733
____6!l._._.5S~80_.5)'172 _.462<6 53443 .52847 .'51046 .•50929 .S137A ,53136 ,46097 .44891 .47253 "2653 .45068 .47004 .44275
12 .5.918 ,52765 ,41307 •••0. ••••• • ••••••~819 .49677 .49786 •••••• 45208 ••5086 •• 6093 "2806 .45126 ••6320 .45684
------_._---_._-_.__ .
_._.--------------
liME . 045 arr-C"5"~·..O..,.S"j----,Q~·S:-24:---------------------------------------------
•••53106 .557.40 ,46'5"3 .76449 ,75560 __. _
----.e· .53~4? ,51517 ,4'5~78 .6R617 .65593-
52 _.53244 .4815? .42]90 ,65713 ,5H933
56 .5?764 .46726 .40A35 .635; ••56293
___~6:J!-0-~.5..2.11.L..~!+-~I:>.L....'!'O.O.7-'L,~.211a.......5'5576...---------- _
64 .511.0;> •• 4371 .39261 .5~9~7 .'10140
68 .51~23 ,44046 .375"2 .505"4 .48359
---72-'.51;'76 -.45053--.36411 ,56366 · ••5461-·-----
------_._----_._---- ._----------------_._-------------_..._-
-------------..--_.._----_.
-------_.._---- .---_._.._- _... -.. - ......
-_.- ----------_._-_._-_.--_._---------_ .._--------~ .._._.- .._-_.... -- -_..---_.. _._--- - .. -._ .._~ .•. _ ...~._..",-._... _.., ..




._ ._.__._.~_... .__.. .__. . ~_._._.._ ... _. ~ .... JI_. __ . .. _. ._. _.
...
· ~ -_ - - _ - :-........•..: _- - _..--_ _---_ _- ---.- ..
_________________--:A::..:!...OLc A".Q.'. (N~.!l._A.A~O.LQ_~~S.!.. J·!N~. 3~1~31.!l8~9-------- __-_---_-----_-_
VON K.~".N GAS OYNA~ICS FACILITY
. .............•........•.....•.... .I!yPERSO"'IC .HUTSHO T. TUNNEl,.. '-: ..: .•.. .'••••.....•••.•••:•••••; •••••••••_ ••••••••.•••...• __•••••..: .•.._•..... .
UN 3638 ..AS.-SIS TEST~"c.~!Ia : " _ : _._ _ _ _ ,.•....••.••_ _ '..""'" ._ .
TE~T CONOIT)~NS TF.ST GAS NITROq£N 0-0. ST-O. AND HME' 8A~~Q ON .67~-JLNCH RADIUS
A..GLE OF A,TACK 61.000 UEG. ANGLE OF YA.· 0 OEG. ANGLE OF ROLL 0 DE~. MODEL LENGTH 2~.000 INCHES
...--Ukt···· _~"fN,-·-AHO.,;1"''-'' ,.; IN;:'· '1,j;"jNF 'i4.'; iN'" 0;'; iN;" 'Ati~f·····AE;'C"'y';'i',;j;"" .•. ··..0····· 'to" ..,.•.Hcr··" "0(,'8Tui"" ;'to"HR!"" Blui ""pop" .-•
•.._•• !l.$f:_c;••••••'!~.-IA..LB"/CU-~.i. O[G. A.FT IS!C .•..•.•••~.SU .••.~ 10-6 ..... 110-:6 ...•..........1.$14... DEIU:l .. BTU~L"I4 .. SQ',-stc .••.....50'J .SEC .~...~SIA ...
122 .06.312 .00191~"~~~"~!~l!?~}2~~~.!!5~.!-!.0..9}~0 4045 19~.!..-h!!!2L02 47-7 .oH~C!J~_57 9.!:l58
1~6 .0~4422 .001619 87.8 .Qq5 10.69 4.356 3.58ee 7.1775 .00372 340~ 1933 S.198E 02 43.9 .oi~06 .03153 8.022
· ·'--·PRESSURE 'OAT A'" r P~ES5URE ",'POP" f'" .:.............•......•....•••....••.••.......•..•.•..•.••••••••-•..-••._ .....•...•••..•••••.••••.•.••.-.-.-"'-'..• '" ..-...•.•--.••-•.
. .
.. ----TIM! ·····pr······ 'P3 "p,." .._. 'p~ ""p,'" ··"Pe· p~""" PI0·············-···········-···················-······· -.•..-.. ~ -•.....•.........- -.:..
__\~l-.!..c~'I7j_.~1l.2L"~.@.7!1_•..".6."]__.."J'l.• --!.85ca6_.9512..._.. ~'57~ .
146 1.0197 .8HI~ .@572 .~4'1. .8643 .8375 .928~ .8l!6
•••••• UIt,'T' 'TRANSFER OA T;,;' . 1"11" j"'HkEF i ., - -..- -..- -.- - - -- - -.--.-..-......•...- - -..
"--"T!"'('- I)'a" ii4········C6 ·Cl"· """Oii . ""Oi'll""-'on""'-OU' """I~iJ' ·on····· ·QH·'·'··Qlij···-iH1·-··--g fci······rjn·-····Q20···· "g';! i .
-----l~L_:.i't7J..L. 5~?~8__".!~e49_. 11149'.51.-- !l13"4 .•7.73 7A_ •.8053L.1.tl3@9_o1:7765.--.IU6'L.66'!OL.!.~7iJO.....u.Q3z.....;.l.JZ7ILJ.Q~8L...ZJQh_• !>'i'i8L-
146 .39130 .42466 .6e69• •60e~•• 7.369 .64536 .70b64 .6927~ .b~8S9 .~7035 .56096 .68173 .6.718 .•691171 .63696 .66507 .!>ISo4 .
· ..... YtilC····C1 3···· -- ri~i'-' ":1:25 ... ·02,;···· ..027 ... ' Q;.8····· i.i29···· "Q10 """ojf" "'if32"" .•(,jjJ'·····1ij,,······Qj·s······g36······oit·····-g'jij ··--'Q·4it·······
..•...•.1i!l!...•67'13ca .6201'5 .c;~OII3 ."47)1 .561\S .58~19 .6485'" .54771 .,S917q .• 63795 .58184 ..•58075... 500911 .•52318 .•54264..•53261 ."alS1
146 .'5I3Cl'l5 .S2143 .SO~16 .54~Cl'5 .46622 .501165 ••3923 ••9056 .S0612 .52746 •• 'i19J ••9,71 .44324 .44619 .4,,1123 .~7984 .41108
---rfl/r-lf41 Q4J--C'44--Q'S-I-aS?--o·SJ QS{
· ...._. .12~ ...• !i~.7.60 .57'122 • '51!i 24 .• 0; 12'" .• S? 31)7 .65760 •S~ Ill. . ... _.......•_.._....••••._ .•....•••._..._.....•...•...•..................•................._....._...•_..
.146 .SIP78 .53681 .42063 •• ",7134 ••6262 .632.9 .46271
· -_ -_ -- '"' -- _ -- -_ - -- -..- _- .. _ --- ..- _ __ :- - -.._ -_ _ - -..- -_ _--_ _ -..
... .. - ~ - _ _ .. -........... • .. _- _ --_ .. _ .. - - - --- -- -- .. _ 0:- -- -- - •• - -- - - - -- ------ - .. - -- - .•• - ----...
~., _._ """ _.. _ _.."""" - - -., .
.. .. _ _ __ - -- .. _ _ -_ - _. - ._ _ - _ _-- _ _..-..- _ ~ _ - _ _ _ - - - --. --- ..-.~-_ ..--.- ..- _ .
.. .- -.._ --_ .. ~ --... .. .. . -_ - _.. _ _- ..-_ - -_ -.- -.. _ ,. .. :-- - - _- _ - -_ ..-- _ -. _.. _-_ .
..- _- -_._ _. -- ._ _..-..- - - __ __ .- -- _-_ -._.._ _ " _. _ _ - ~ _ _.. _ -_..
....-. _ _ __ _ _--_ -"- _ _ - -- -..--_.. -_ _.. -..-..- _.. - - - _ -_ _-- ~ -~ _ _ ~
.........................- -_. -_ -.. -_ - -- _ -: _..-.- -..- - ..
...... _ ' _ ,..- - - - _-_ .
,
............................................................- _ - - _ _.. ~ _ - _ __ __ _ - - - - -.- .
-----,-_._--_._-----------
.~_ _ - - _.................................... _ _ .
.... - - - ' - .
30 .
... - _ __ _ ._.. _ _ _ .. _ .. _ • _ _ __ _ _ O'_ .. _ _ O' _ •• _ _ __ __ _ _ _ .. _ _ O'_ _ 4" .
- ..J!AE.f:.\!lJ.!:C-1I.!!A~...\!O.!.._~C.1 AH"!JJ•.IL..!!:1'.!.J~~"'1..~]l:7r.;Jl!8~'1L. _
~O" ~A~~A~ ~AS U'~A~I'S ~ACILIT'
~~~~:.~~ ~~:. ~~~~~ ~ ~_. ~:~ ~:~:~ ~:~~ ~~: ~ ~~ ~~: ~::: :~::~::~:::::~:'~~~~:~~:~:::~~::~.~~:T.:.':~~~~~:~.~~:~::~ :~:::::::::::::~::~:::~ :::::~::::::~:::::::~:::::::=:::~:::::::::::::::::::~:~
TEST CONlJIIIClN~ TEST GAS P"lIkUljEIII a-a. !:aT-U. AND tiNEF IlASt::D UIII .675 INCH HAUIUS---....;A.::.IIIGLTli~.. I.K 00.~00 ut.G. AI\I"Lr\jF ,.... 0 ut.I>. MluLE uf 1l0LL 0 u~c;. "uUEL Lt;lIIurH l".oou lNc·H-t.:.-------
·····'nM~- ··'P-INF'-'flHO-tt;.-- T-l ..F·'-U';'INF ·"-II'.'··Q- ((..,:'···RE}rr······~r.;,L"···iI·..;rNF'"······l'O·-·-··TO .. -·-···-HO -··-·-·uo· sTUr·· 'sTO' -HREFIlTUI - PO~' - , ..
.••.••':'~.~!=..•.•. !",.I.~ . Lt>"l.lU:-:Fr.. O€.~ .~. rY!lEC. _ _.•p;;., ~.1.I/:-.6 ••••:.~.lO~.6 .••, •••••••.•_••I.:':~lA OE~~.~._.11fU/LII"_ ._SI./F l-St;C....••.••.SI,lF. T .SEC It . ':'5 lA
So .?lo;IO~--=!J.l!.~~1_1.Q.~_-'5_.,!.~_..!.n~':1....!1.!.~:>~I0421.0.10~~Jlf!?tl~~.L~?~~0~,!1l.5Ll!L_l~~L.!.OJJ!l3]-!..9.f!B6-r:__31.!!511.--St .l021lJ .OU4~~o 111.0 57~4 IG.~2 I~.~~" 0.~~4J 17.Cd~6 .00239 112~d 2406 0.1I17E 02 129.7 .no~U7 .06736 l~.~~O
.••••••_.llL......44lu .• ul )J"S7 12'l.J .. '5<j~'5 .10.:>3.1'5.0'1 ./d40d.l~.cHI1..• QUZ6Q .... 105d~ Z6~J. 1.373E. 02._ 1Ja.".. _.uo'J75 .• 01l57lS U.oll"
6t .17~1~~ .U)j)J5 13~.~ 61H4 lu.~O 13.I~6 ~.IoIO 11.~~19 .002~~ 94R8 Z8~~ 1.~80~ 02 I~~.J .01060 .06278 Z~.~38
.. _•• :_.-'4 .16)1?~ ~UIlJJUO 1~2.:> b?'>4 10 .... 1 12."~U ~ .• 1~71 10.c~42 .00306 9,zS. Z'l4!Z 1I.160E 02 I~J.7 .01l2Z .06032 .~J.J979tj···.12)'lI3b·:u0~I"1 11~." !SHU4 ·lO.bJ· 9.1:1<1" ·~;u"'5-J"lO.I"'U'- ~00310' 745!>" 2501 "7.UZI~ OZ"·104.5·- .01173 .0516'" 111.11'1
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APPENDIX II
SELECTED WINDWARD SURFACE CENTERLINE PLOTS



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SELECTED PLOTS OF HEAT-TRANSFER RESULTS
USING THE PHOSPHOR PAINT TECHNIQUE
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